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1. Basic Constructions für Pseudodifferential Büundary Value Problems

Operatür-Valued Symbols and Wedge Sobolev Spaces

1.1 Operator-valued symbols. A strongly continuous group action on a Banach space Eis a family
I'\, = {I'\,..\ : ,,\ E R-r} ~ ['(E) such that, for e E E, the mapping ,,\ ....-r I'\,).,e is continuous and I'\,).,I'\,~ = I'\,).,w

In particular, each 1'\,..\ is an isomorphism.
It will be useful to know that there are constants c and 11.1 with

(1.1)

This can be easily deduced from the corresponding well-known rcsult on the growth of (additive)
strongly continuous semi-groups.

\Ve let HS(R) be thc usual Sobolev space on R, while HS(R+) = {uIR+ : U E HS(R)} and Hö(R+)
is the set of all u E H8(R) whose support is contained in Rt.. Furthermore, Hs,t(Rt.) = {(r) -t u : u E

HII(R-r)} and H~,t(Rt.) = {{r} -t u : u E Hö(R-r)}. Finally, S(R~) =' {ulRq : u E S(Rq)}.
+

For all Sobolev spaces on Rand R-r, we will use the group action

(1.2) [1'\,).,/] (r) = ,,\! /("\r).

This action extends to distributions by I'\,).,u(tp) = U(I'\,).,-l cp). On E = Cl use the trivial group action
.. 1'\,)., = id.

In the above definition, (r) = (1 + 11'1 2 ) 1/2 is thc function used frcqucntly for estimates in connection
with pseudodiffcrential operators. The definition extends {11} to 11 E Rq. It is cquivalent, but sometimes

" more convenient, to estimate in terms of a functiOIl [1]], where [11] is strictly positive, and [11] = 1111 for
large 17]1. 'Ve then have Peetre's inequality: For each s E R there is a constant CII with

Let E, F be Banach spaces with strongly continuous group actions 1'\" i\" let 0 ~ R k, a E COO (0 x
Rn, L:(E, F)), and JL E R. \Ve shall write

provided that, for every !( ce 0 and a1l multi-indices a, ß, there is a constaut C = C(K, Q, ß) with

(1.3)

The space S~ (0, Rq; E, F) is Frechet topologized by the choice of thc best constants C.
The space S~(n, Rq; C k , Cl) coincides with tbc (1 x k matrix-valued) elements of Hörmander's dass

SJl(O,Rq).
Just like in the standard case one has asymptotic summation: Givcn a seqllence {aj} with aj E

S~j(11,Rq;E,F) and JJ.j -T -00, therc is an a E S~(11,Rq;E,F), J1 = max{J.1.j} such that a"'" Eaji
a is uniquc modulo 8-00 (0, Rq; E, F). Note that S-oo(11, Rq; E, F) is independent of the choice of I'\,

and k.
A symbol a E SIJ(O, Rq; E, F) is said to be c/assical, if it has an asymptotic expansion a "'" L~o aj

with aj E s~-j (0, Rq; E, F) satisfying the homogeneity relation

(1.4)

for all ..\ 2: 1,17]1 2: R for a suitable constant R. 'Ve write a E S~(O, Rq; E, F). For E = C k , F = Cl
we recover the standard notion.

There is an extension to projective and inductive limits: Let E, F be Banach spaces with group
actions. If F1 f-> F2 ~ ••• and EI Y E 2 '-7 ... are sequellces of Banach spaces with the same group
action, and F = proj - lim Fk , E =ind -lim Ek, theu let

S~(O, Rq; E, F)
Sll(O Rq· E F), , ,
S~(11 Rq· E F), , ,

proj -limkS~(O,Rqj E, Fk );

= proj-limkS~(n,Rq;Ek,F);

= proj -limk,lS~(n,Rq; Ek , Fi).
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As an integral part of a pseudodifferential calculus for boundary value problcms on manifolds with edgcs wc
introduce the algebra of Mcllin operators. They rcpresent the typical operators near the edge. In fact we show
how to associatc an operator-valued Mellin symbol to an arbitrary edge-degencratc pseudodifferential boundary
value problem, thc so-called 'Mellin quantizat.ion' proccdurc. Furthermore, we introduce a dass of adcquate
Sobolev spaces based on tbe Mellin transform on whicb these operators act continuously.

Introduct ion

The analysis of partial differential operators on manifolds with pieeewise smooth geometry, in partieular,
on manifolds with polyhedral singularities, is of central interest in models in mathematical physics,

,I engineering, and applied scienees.

An important aspect is the understanding of the solvability of differential equations in terms of a
Fredholm theory. It is very desirable, for example, to have an appropriate notion of ellipticity implying
the Fredholm property and the possibility of constructing parametrices to elliptic elements within a
specified ealculus, for this allows a precise analysis of the solutions to clliptic equations.

We shaH deal with these questions in thc eontext of boundary value problems on a manifold with
edges by eonstructing an algebra of pseudodifferential operators adapted particularly to this situation.

The present paper is a first step in this direetion. It focuscs on thc Mellin type operators, their
propertics, and the (MeHin) Sobolev spaces they naturally act Oll. It follows the general strategy of
an iterative eonstruction of operator algebras for situations of inereasing eomplexity: Our loeal model
of a manifold with an cdge is the wedgc C x Rq, where C is a manifold with boundary and conieal
singularities. We ean therefore rely on the analysis of boundary value problems on manifolds with
conieal singularities given in [15], [16J. Teehnically, we regard the operators on the wedge as pseudo
differential operators along the edge of the wedge, taking values in the algebra of boundary value
problems on the cone, and we employ the eoneept of operator-valued symbols on Banach spaees with
group actions as presented, e.g., in [20].

The operators we are considering in this article correspond to boundary value problems on a manifold
with edges localized to a neighborhood of thc edge. They show a typical edge-degeneracy: Denoting
the variable in the direetion of thc eone by t and the variables along the edge by y, derivatives 8 t or
Dy will only appear with an additional factor t. This suggests thc uso of the Mellin transform and
associated Mellin Sobolev spaces.

There are two enlcial eonstructions in this context. The first is the Mellin quantization proeedure
which shows how to pass from an edge-degellcrate boundary symbol to a Mellin symbol which induees
the same operator up to smoothing errors alld vice versa. The seeond is the so-called kernel cut-off, an
analytical procedure that aIlows to switeh to holomorphic Mellin symbols (up to regularizing symbols).
\Vhile the first step shows that thc Mcllin calculus is indeed the appropriate tool for this situation,
the seeond one is indispensable for a Fredholm theory within the calculus, for it enables us to work on
Sobolev spaces with different weights.

Historieally, this paper has several roots. One is Kondrat'ev's article [10], where he analyzed bound
ary value problems on domains with conieal points, another Agranovieh&Vishik ·[1], who cmployed
parameter-dependent operators, furthermore Vishik&Eskin [23], who analyzed boundary value prob
lems without the transmission property, and Boutet de Monvel [3], who constructed a pseudodifferential
ealculus for boundary value problems. Primarily, however, there is the Mellin calculus for manifolds
with conical singularities in the boundaryless case, see, e.g., Schulze [20], as weIl as thc corresponding
calculus for manifolds with edges in [7].
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1.7 Elementary properties of wedge Sobolev spaces.
(a) W 6 (Rq, H 6 (Rr)) == H6(R~+1).

(b) W 8 (RQ, Hü(Rr)) == Hü(R++1
).

(c) W 8 (RQ, C) == HM(Rq), using the trivial grollp action 1'\.>. ::::: id.

Theorem 1.8. Let E, F be Danach spaccs (~s in 1.1, 8, J-L E R, (md a E S!l(R~, R~ x R~; E, F) or

a E S/l(R~ x R~, R~ x R~; E, F). Then for every >. E R 1

is bounded. 11 aisindependent 01 y and fj, then we may omit the subscripts Icamp ' and Iloe '.
The mapping op: symbol 1----7 opemtor is continuous in the corresponding topologies,
A proof may be found in [19, Section 3.2.1].

Boutet de Monvel's Algebra

\Ve start with a review of the relevant spaces and terminology. An central notion in Boutet de Monvel's
calculus is the so-called transmission property. It is a condition on the symbols of the pseudodifferelltial
operators that ensurcs that the operators map functiolls which are smooth up to the boundary to
functions which are smooth up to the boundary.

Definition 1.9. (a) Let H+ = {(e+Ir: I E S(~)}, Ho = {(c- Ir: f E S(R_)}, where the hat:
. indicates the Fourier transform on R, and e± stands for extension by zero to the opposite halfaxis. H'

denotes the space of aB polynomials. Then let

I!:::::H+EBHöEBH' .

\Vrite Hd,d E N, for the subspace of aB functions I E H with I(p) == O((p)d-l).
(b) Let U :::;: V' x R, V' ~ R n-l open. A symbol P "E Slt (U, R q) has the transmission property at

r :::;: 0 if for every k E N

(1.7)

where d :::;: entier(/~) + 1. Write p E St';.(U, Rq), p E Sill t (V, Rq), etc.
C , r

Remark 1.10. Recall that

proj -limu,TEN HU,T(R+),

ind -limu.TEN H~t7,-T(R+).

Using the notation of 1.1 we will, in particular, deal with the spaces SIl(V, Rn; S'(Rr), S(Rr)),
SIl(U, Rn; S'(R+), C), and Slt (U, Rn; C, S(R+)).

Definition 1.11. Let E, F be Fnkhet spaces and suppose both are continuously embedded in the
same Hausdorff vector space. The exterior direct sum E EB F is Frcchet and has the closed subspace
~ :::;: {(a, -a) : a E EnF}. The non-direct sum of E and F then is the Fnkhet space E+F := EffiF/~.

1.12 Parameter-dependent operators and symbols in Bautet de Monvel's calculus. Let
U ~ Rn-l be open. A pammeter-dependcnt operator 01 order Il E Rand type dEN in Boutet de
M onvel '9 calculus on U x~ is a family of operators

(1.8)
cgo(U X ~)nl

A(>') : ffi
cgo(u)m t

c=(V x R+)n2

---+ EB
c=(u)m2
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Example 1.2. Let 'Yj : S(R+) ~ C be dcfined by

"'Of = lim 8f.f(r).
r--+O+

3

Then, for all s > j + 1/2 , we can consider 'Yj as a (y,7])-independcnt symbol in Sj+l/2(Rq x
Rq; HII(R,-)' C).

In fact, all we have to check is that 11~[1J]-1'Yj~['7]11 = O([7]]j+l/2) for the group actions k on C and K

on H·(R+). Since the group action on C is the identity, that on H lI (l4) is given by (1.2), everything
follows from the observation that

Thc following lemma is obvious.

Lemma 1.3. For a E SI-I(O, Rq; E, F) and b E SIJ(O, Rq; F, G), the symbol c defincd by C{y,1}) =
b(y, 1])a (y, 7]) (point-wise eomposition 0/ opemtors) belongs to SI-I+II (0,Rq; E, C), and D~D~a belongs
to SI-I-lo:l (0, Rq; E, F).

Lemma 1.4. Let a = a(y,11) E coo Ol x RlJ, L(E, F)), and stLppose that a(y, A7]) = N'k>. a(y,7]) "">..-1

tor all A 2: 1,11]1 2: R. Then a E S~~(O, Rn; E, F), and the symbol semi-norms fOT a ean be estimated in
tenns of the semi-norms for a in COO(O x Rq, L(E, F)).

" Proof. Without lass of generality let R =1. We only have to consider the case of large 1711. For these,
the assumption implies that

D~D~a(Y,1])= A-I-I+lo:l~>.._1 (D~D~a)(y, A1]) K>...

Letting A = [7}], we conclude that

k[1/]-1 D~D~a(y,1})""[1)J = [1}]JJ-10:1 (D~ D~a)(y, 7]/[7]]).

The norm of the right hand side in L(E, F) clearly is O([7}]JJ- 10:1). Moreover, a is classical, since it is
homogeneous of degree J-L in the sense of (1.4). 0

Definition 1.5. Let 0 = 0 1 X O2 ~ Rq x Rq be open and a E S/-l(O, Rq X R 1; E, F). The parameter
dependent pseudodifferential operator op a is the operator family {op a(A) : A E R 1} defined by

(1.5) [op a(A)f](y) =Jei (y-v)1)a(y, y, 1], A)f(ij)dfjd1],

f E Cgo(02' E), Y E 0 1 • This reduces to

(1.6) [op a(A)fJ(y) == Je iYT1 a(y,7])j(7})it1]

for symbols that are independent of V'. Here, j(1]) = ]=1I--+'7f(1]) = Je-i1l'7 f(y)dy is the vector-valued
Fourier transform of f, and it1] = (21T)-nd1].

Definition 1.6. Let E, K, be as in 1.1, q E N, s E R. The wcrlge Sobolev spaee WII{Rq, E) is the
completion of S(Rq, E) = S(Rq)0n E in the norm

It is a subset of S' (Rq, E). Thcre are a fcw straightforward generalizations: If {Ek } is a sequence of
Banach spaces, Ek+1 Y Ek, E = proj - limEI;, and the group action coincides on aB spaces, we let
WlI(R'l JE) = proj -limW lI (Rq, Ek ). Similarly we treat inductive limits. For n ~ Rq open we shall
write u E W~omp(n, E), if there is a function tp E Cgo (0) such that u = tpu, and say u E Wt"'oc(O, E), if
11 E V'(O, E) and I.pU E W 8 (Rq, E) for all I.p E Cgo(Rq).
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(i) For an C~(Gi) functions <p,1j;, supported in the same coordinate neighborhood Gi intersecting
thc boundary, the push-forward

C~(Ui x 14, Vd
(l\1~A(A)l\1l/1). : EB -+

C~(U!, ~Vd

COO(Uj X R+, V2 )

EB
COO(Ui' W2 )

induced by M~A(A)MtjJ and the coordinate maps, is an operator in ßtl,d(Uj x ~; R1).

(ii) Ir lfl,1/J are as before, but thc coordinate chart does not intersect the bounclary, then an entrics in
the matrix (A1~A(A)A1l/1). - except for thc pseudoclifferential part - are regularizing.

(iii) If thc supports of the functions lfl,'l/J E Cij(G) are clisjoint, thcn M~A(A)Mt/J is a rapiclly decrcasing
function of A with values in the regularizing operators of type d.

It remains to define the regularizing elements. A regularizing operator 01 type 0 in Boutct de Monvel's
calculus is an operator R acting on the above spaces with the property that there are continllolls
extensions

L 2 (X, VI) COO(X, V2 )

R: EB --t EB and
L 2 (y, H'l) COO(Y, H'2)

L 2 (X, V2 ) COO(X, Vd
R* : EB --t ffi

L 2 (y, W2 ) COO(Y, Wd

, Here R* is the formal adjoint with respect to the inner product on the respective spaces. A regulaTizing

operator 01 type d 18 a 8um R = L-;=o Rj [at ~] wlth all Rj regularizing of type zero. We wrlte

ß-oo,d(X) for the regularizing elements of type d and ß-oo,d(X; Rq) for the parameter-dependent
regularizing elements, i.e., the Schwartz functions on Rq with values in ß-oo,d(X).

\Ve topologize ßJ!,d(X; R 1) as the corrcsponding non-clirect sum of Frechet spaces.
For each coordinate patch G j intersecting the boundary, A(A) induces an operator

on Uj x 14. \Ve find a quintuple aj(A) = {Pj(A), flj(A), kj(A), tj(A), Sj(A)} of symbols for Pj(A), Gj(A),
f<j(A), Ti(A), Si(A) in the sense of 1.12.

'Ve shan ca1l A classical, if a1l eIltries in the quintuples aj = {Pj, gj, kj, t j , S j} are classical elements
in the respective symbol classes, i.e., Pj and Sj are classical pseudodifferential symbols, while gj, kj , tj
are classical operator-valued symbols. For an interior patch, we have the pseudodifferential symbol for
Pj; all other symbols can be taken to be zero. 'Vrite A E ß~I,d(X; R 1).

EXaIllple 1.14. The Dirichlet problem (~) is an operator in Boutet de Monvel's calculus of order 2

and type 1: Clearly, the Laplacian .Q. is a differential operator of order 2. As we saw in Example 1.2, the
operator of evaluation at the bOllndary, 1'0, is an operator-valued symbol in SI/2(Rq, Rq; HS(R+L C),
provided S > 1/2. It is not so obvious timt this is an operator of t.ype 1: Using the integration by parts
formula

ufO) =100

[riJe-'lry1u(r)dr +100

e-'lry1a,u(r)dr

valid for u E 5(14), we may we may rewrite 'Yo in the form

1'0 = to + tl Ur .

Here, to E SI/2(Rq,Rq;51(~)JC), is given by tou = foOO [1]le- r [Tl1 u(r)dr, whilc the opcrator-vailled
symbol t 1 E S-1/2(Rq, Rq; S'(R+), C) is defined by integrating oru against e-r{Tll. Hence 'Yo is of type
l.

The Dirichlet problem is independent of any parameter, but since it is a differential boundary value
problem, we mayaiso consider it as a parameter-dependcnt element. Since tbe order of 'Yo only is 1/2,
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(1.9)

where

op k(A) + /(O(A) ]
op S(A) + So (A) ,

(i) P(·) =op p(.) with p E str(U x R x U X R, Rq; R1), P+ = r+ Pe+. Here r+ denotes restriction of
functions from U x R to U x Rt, e+ denotes extension by zero from U x R+ to U x R.

(ii) The symbols gj, t j , k, and s belong to the following spaces:

gj E sl,-j (U, Rn-l x R1; 5' (Rt)nt ,S(R+)n:l),
tj E SI'-j (U, Rn-l x R'; 5'(R+)n1 , Cm:l),
k E SJ.L(U, R u - 1 X Rtj C ml , S(R+)n:l), and
s E SJ.L(U R n- 1 x Rio C m1 Cm:l)., '"

(iii) for j = 0, ... 1 d, the operators G j , Tj , /(0, and So are rapidly decreasing families of integral
operators with smooth kcrnels:

Gj has an integral kernel in S(R1, Coo((U x R+) x (U x Rt))),
T j has an integral kernel in S(R1, Coo((U x ~) x V)),
/(0 has an integral kernel in S(R1, Coo(U x (U x R+))), and
So has an integral kernel in S(R1, Coo(U x U)).

Of coursc, all these integral kerneis take values in matrices of the corresponding sizcs.

(iv) 8r is the normal derivative, Le., thc derivative with respect to the variable in R-t on U x R-t.

[

d " ]L: "=0 Gj (A)8t /(O(A) I· .
We call an operator AO(A) = L~=o T

j
(A)8t SO(A) ,A ER, wlth,the above chOlce of Gj, Tj , Ko,

and So a regularizing pammeter-dependent operntor 0/ type d in Bautet de Monvel's calulus. It is a
consequence of Theorem 1.8 that the operators in (1.9) indeed have the desired mapping property.

We shall write A E ßII,d(U X R+; R1) for a parameter-dcpendent operator of order J-L and type d, and
A E S-oo,d(U X R-t; R 1) for a regularizing parameter-dependent operator of type d.

The decomposition P+ + G is not unique; certain regularizing pseudodifferential operators provide
examples for operators that belang to both classes. The topology on ßJ.L,d,(V x R.-r; R 1) anel ß-oo,d(U X

R+; R l ) is that of a non-direct sum of Frechet spaces.

Given an operator A E ßJ.L,d(U X Rt; Rl) in the notation of (1.9) we let g = 'L;=o gjß!, alld t =

'L;=o t j 8t· We then havc a quintuple a = {p, g, k, t, s} of symbols for A. It is not nnique, but any other
choice differs only by a quintuplc inducing a regularizing element.

1.13 Boutet de Monvel's algebra on a manifold. Symbol levels. Let X be an n-dimensional
Coo manifold with boundary Y, embedded in an n-dimensional manifold G without boundary, all not
necessarily compact. In the following we shall denote by X the open interior of X, while X denotes
the closure. Let VI, V2 be vector bundles over G and let W I , W 2 bc vector bundlcs over Y.

By {Gj } denote a locally finite open covering of G, and suppose that the coordinate charts map
X nGj to Vj x R+ c R+ and YnGj to Uj X {O} for a suitable open set Uj ~ R n- t

, unless Gj nY = 0.
For a smooth function tp on G write MI{) for the operator of ffil1ltiplication with the diagonal matrix

diag{cp,cply}. We will say that A E ß1l,d(X;R1), if

(1.10)
Cü(X, VI)

A(.-\) : EB
Cö(Y, W1 )

Coo(X, V2 )

---+ EB
C=(Y, W2 )

is an operator with the following properties:
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·for all k ::; I and all differential operators D of order::; 1- k on G, cf. [19, Section 2.1.1, Proposition 2].
(c) We let 1{.s,"f(X"') = {fixA: f E 1{8,"f(G"')}, endowed with the quotient norm:

(cl) 1{8,"f (Xi\) ~ Hloc(X/I.), where the subscript 'Ioe' refers to the t-variable only. Moreover, 1{8,"f (X/I.) =
P1{8,O(Xi\); 1{o,O(Xi\):::;: t- nj2 L2 (X/I.).

(c) 1{0'o(Xi\) has a natural inner product

(u, VhlO.O(.1(A) = ~ ( (/\lu(z), Mv(z)h:z(x) dz.
21rt Jr~

(f) Ir <p is the restrietion to Xi\ of a function in Cff'(G x R), then the operator Al", of Inllitiplication
by 4',

11{'" : 1{8,"f (X /1.) ~ 1{8,"f (X i\ ),

is bounded for all 8" E R, ami the mapping ep I-t /\1", is continuous in the corresponding topology.

Definition 2.4. Let:F be a subspace of V/(X/I.) or V/(G/I.) with a stronger topology. Suppose that 4'
is a smooth function on G X ~ and that multiplication by ep is continuous on :F. Then (ep].F denotes
the closure of the space {cpu : U E :F} in :F..

,2.5 The spaces H;one' Let {G j }f=l be a finite covering of G by open sets, K.j : G j ~ Uj the
coordinatc maps onto bounded open sets in Rn, and {<pj }f=l a subordinate partition of unity. The
maps K.j induce a push-forward of functions and distributions: For a function u on Gj

(2.3) (K.j.u)(x) == U(K. j l (x)), x E Uj ;

for a distribution 'ti ask that (K.j.u)(<p) = u(<p 0 I'\,j), <p E Cff'(Uj ). For j = 1" .. , J, consider thc
diffeomorphism

Xj : Uj x R --7 {(x[t], t) : x E Uj , tE R} =: Cj C R n +1
.

given by Xj (x, t) = (x[t], t). Hs inverse is xjl (y, t) = (y/[t], t). For 8 E R we define H~ooe(G X R) as
the set of all U E Hloc(G X R) such that, for j = 1, ... , J, the push-forward (Xjl'\,j).(<Pju), which may
be regarded as a distribution on Rn+l after extension by zero, is an element of HS(R0+1). The space
H~one(G X R) is endowed with thc corresponding Hilbert space topology. We let

For more details see Schrohe&Schulze [16, Section 4.2]. The subscript ('cone" is motivated by the fact
that, away from zero, these are thc Sobolcv spaces for an infinite cone with center at the origin and
cross-section X. In particular, the space H~one (sn X R+) coincides with H8 (R0+1 \ {O}).

Definition 2.6. For 8" E Rand w E Cr'(R+) with w(r) == 1 near r = 0, let

(2.4)

The definition is independent of the choice of w by 2.3(f). In the notation of 2.4,

(2.5)

\Ve endow it with the Banach topology

In fact, this is a Hilbert topology with the inner product inherited from 1{8,"f and H~one.

Theorem 2.7. Por 8 > 1/2 and, E R the restriction ,ou = ulYA of u to y/I. induces a continuous
operator
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l

I

we may even replace ,0 by 1\,0, where A is a (parameter-dependent) order reduction of order 3/2, and
still have order 2.

Here, the vector bundle W1 is zero, while Vt , Y2, W2 can be taken trivial one-dimensional.

Proposition 1.15. Let A E ßP,d(X; R 1), B E ßJ/,d' (X; R 1), and o:,ß E C. Then
(a) aA + ßB E BP" ,d" (X; R l ) /or Jl" = max{Jl, p./}, d" = max{ d' , d/}.
(b) AoB E ß1l",dl/(XjRl ) /orll/l =max{Jl+Il/}, d" = max{Jl' +d,d' }.
We assume in here that the vector bu.ndles A and B aet on are stich that the addition and composition
make sense.

For a proof see Rempel&Schulze [13, Section 2.3.3.2].

2. Wedge Sobolev Spaces

In the following , we let G be a closed compact manifold of dimension n, ancl let X be an embedded
n-dimensional submanifold with bOllndary, Y.

2.1 Parameter-dependent order reductions on G. For each J-l E R there is a pseudodifferential
operator A~ with Ioeal parameter-dependent elliptic symbols of order Jl, depending on the parameter
T E R, such that

is an isomorphism for all T.

In order to construct such an operator Olle can e.g. start with symb'ols of the fom1 (~, (T, C))~ E
S~(Rn,RE;RT) with a large constant C > 0 and patch them together to an operator on the manifold
G with t.he help of a partition of unity and cut-off functions.

Alternatively, one can choose a Hermitean connect.ion on V and consider the operator (C +7
2

- 6)i,
where 6 denotes the connection Laplacian and C is a large positive constant.

Definition 2.2. For ß E R, r ß denotes tohe vertical line {z E C : Re z = ß}. We recall that the
classical Mellin transform Mtt of a complex-valued Cö(R+)-function u is given by

(2.1) (Mu)(z) = 100

tz
-

1u(t) dt.

(2.2)

M extends to an isomorphism M : L 2 (I4) --l- L2 (r1/ 2 ). Of course, (1) also makes sense for functions
with values in a Frechet space E. The fact that Mu/r1 /2_-r (z) = 1\1t -tz(t-'Yu)(z + ,) for u E CO'(I4)
motivates the following definition of the weighted Mellin trans/orm MI:

The inverse of MI is given by

2.3 Totally characteristic Sobolev spaces. (a) Let {A/J : J1 E R} be a family of parameter
dependent order reductions as in 2.1. For S" E R, the space 1{tJ'I(Gt\) is thc closure of C(f(Gt\) in
the norm

l! u ll1i.''Y(GA) = {1 11 N'{Im z)Mtt{z) lIi~(G) IdZ1} 1/2

r~_'Y

Recall that n is thc dimension of X and G.
(a) The space 1{s'I(Gt\) is independent of the particular choice of the order reducing family.
(b) For s =1 E N we obtain the alternative description
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L(JC8,1'(XA
)) of the operator k[111-1a(Y,11)~[17I. This in tunl simply is multiplication by (j([11]-l.), which

is uniformly bounded by another application of 2.3(b).
Next let HS treat multiplication by 1/J = 1/J(y) anel show that it furnishes a boundeel operator on

W 8 (RQ I E) for every Banach space E with group action K,. In fact, since the wedge Sobolev spaces are
defined as the completion of S(Rq, E) in the corresponding norm, it is sufficient to show that, for a
pure tensor u =Uo @ e in S(RQ) 0 Ewe have

with a constant independent of u. Choose an integer I > q/2. With the help of Peetre's inequality and
(1.1), in particular the fact that

1IK,[11+(1-1 K,[11111 E = 11K,[17+(1-1 [17111 E

< C max{[11 + €r 1 [11], [11 + €][11r 1
}M ~ C'[€]At,

we get the following estimate

II1/Jull~.(Rq,E)

J[11] 28 1.1'(1,buo)(7/) 12 11 K,[f/J- 1 ell~d1/

(271")"/2 J[1]]2' IJ Fuo(1] - OF1/J(O ~12 ""["I-,ell~d'l

< (21r)q/2 J[11]28 J l.1'uo(1) - €).1'1/J(€)[€}l 1
2 dE. 1IK,[171-1ell~d11 J[€r 21 df.

= C JJ[11 + €]28I.1'uo(11)12j.1'1/J(€)12[€]2111K,[17+(1-1 ell~d11df.

< C' JJ[7}] 2/1 [€]2181+21+2M IFU{l(11)12I.1'1/J(€)1211~[171-1ell~d71lL;

:s C
II

I11fJIIHI-I+I+M(RQ) Ilul!~-(RQ,E)·

Here the first inequality is Cauchy-Schwarz'.

3. Operator-Valued Mellin Symbols

o

As before, we let G be a closed compact manifold of dimension n, and let X be an cmbeddcd n
dimensional submanifold with boundary, Y.

Definition 3.1. (a) For J-L E R, dEN, we deflne A1ß,d(X; Rq) as the space of all functions

with the followiIlg propcrty: Given Cl < C2 in R

(3.1) a(ß+ir) E ßJ"d(XjRq x Rr),

uniformly for all ß E [CI, C2].
\Ve call the elements of Mb,d(Xj Rq) holomorphic Mellin symbols of order !-L and type d. \Ve are

assuming that the vector bundles a(z) is acting on are independent of z.
The topology of Mb,d(X) is given by the semi-norm systems for the topology of A (C,ßI-I,d (XjRq))

and, for families {aß : ß ER}, the topology of uniform convergence on compact subsets of Rß in
ßjJ,d(X; Rq x Rr). Clearly, /J.1b,d (Xi Rq) is a Fnkhet space with this topology.

(b) lHb:~l"Y;Rq) is thc correspondingspace with ßjJ,d(XjRq) replaced by ß~/d(XjRQ).
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Ey r denote the normal coordinate in a neighborhood ofY. Then the operators 'Yj : U t-1 8tujYII define
continu.ous mappings

Proof. For one thing trus ean be deduced from the trace theorem for the usual Sobolev spaces. Note
that the shift in the weight l' I-t l' - 1/2 is duc to the fact that dirn Y ::;;: n - 1. We shall give an
independent proof in 3.4, below. 0

The following lemma is obvious after 2.3(d):

Lenuna 2.9. A strongly continuous group action "">.. can be defined on K6,"f(X") by

This action is unitary on KO,o (X") and p..xtends to distributions by (K>.. u) (I.p) ::;;: u( "">.. -1 c.p) for tL E
V' (X" ), I.p E Cff (X" ).

Proof. It is lcngthy but straightforward to see that K is strongly eontinuoill3; it is unitary on KO,O(X A )

': in view of Lemma 2.8. 0

I Relnark 2.10. The definitions of the spaees 1I. 6 ,"f and J(s,"f also malm sense for functions and dis
tributions taking values in a vector bundle V. We shall then write 1i 1J ,"f(X", V) and KS,"f(X", V),
respcctively. In later eonstructions we will often ltave to deal with direet sums

for veetor bundles V and W over X and Y, respectively. On these spaces we use the natural group
action

~ n.K>-(U, v) ::;;: (A J U(A'), AJ V(A.)).

Theorem 2.12. The restriction operator 1'0 induces a continuous map

1'0 : W 6 ·"f(X" x Rq) -4 WS-1/2,"f-1/2(y" x Rq).

Proof. We know from Theorem 2.7 that ,0 :,(6,"f(X") ---+ Ks- 1/ 2 ,'Y- 1/ 2 (y") is a bounded operator.
So we may consider it onee more an operator-valued symbol, independent of Y,7]. Just as in Example
1.2 one checks that 1'0 E 8 1/ 2 (Rq x Rqj ,(6,"f(X"), KtI-1/2,'Y- 1/ 2 (yA )). Now Theorem 1.8 gives the
assertion. 0

Proposition 2.13. Let c.p E S(X" x Rq). Then the operator of multiplication by c.p furnishes a bounded
operator on WS,"f(X A x Rq) for all s" E R. Its norm depends continuously on the semi-norms for I.p

-"in S(X x Rq).

-" -" "Proof. We shall use a tensor product argument based on the identity S(X x Rq) =S(X )011"S(Rq).
-"Let I.p = a 0 1/J with a E S(X ) and 'ljJ E S(Rq) be a pure tensor. We shall show the separate

continuity of the multiplications. Since both S(.X") and S(Rq) are Fnkhet spaces this will imply the
joint continuity and establish the proof.

Let us first deal with multiplieation by a, denoted for the moment by MC1"' We may consider this
multiplication as the application of a pseudodiffcrential operator with the (y, 7])-independent operator
valued symbol a(y,7]) = MC1"' Let us check that a is an element of SO(Rq x RqjJ(6,'Y(X"),J(6·"f(X"))
for all s. First of all, an application of 2.3(b) together with interpolation shows that MC1" is bounded
on J(6,"f(X"). In view of the independenee of y and 17 we now only have to estimate the norm in
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, given by the point-wise composition in Boutet de Monvel's calculus: (a, b) ~ c with c(z, 1]) = a(z,1]) 0

b(z, 1]).

The proof is straightforward from tbe definition and Proposition 1.15.

3.6 Operator-valued Mellin symbols. Let ')',JL E _R,!1 S;;;; Rq, and f E COO(!4 x!1, ßIl,d(X; rl/2~1'x
Rq)). Recall that [.] is a smootb positive function on Rq coinciding with 1·1 outside a neighborhood of
zero.

Given Wl, W2 E Cö (14) define

According to (3.2) this furnishes a function a on (1 x Rq with values in C(ICr'/'(XA), K:~'/'(Xf\)) for all
s > d - 1/2. \Ve will show timt a in fact is an element of SJ..I(O, Rqj K~'/', K~'/'). The proüf is based
on Proposition 3.8, below, and a tensor product argument given in Corollary 3.9. \Ve shall keep the
notation K~'/', K;'/' , ')', j..L, f, a, Wl, W2 fixed.

First let us note the following:

Lemma 3.7. 11 fisindependent of t , then there is a C > 0 such that

'. for all ..\ 2: 1, and 11}1 2: c.

Proof. \Ve have
~).{opl f(y, z, t1])} = {opIt f(y, z, ..\t1])}~>..

Next choose C so large tbat [1}] = Inl für 11/1 ~ C. Für 1L E Cö (!4) ancl ..\ 2: 1 this irnplies that

K,>. {Wl (t[1]])t- 1l {oplt f (y, z, tr,) }W2 (t[1}])""). -1 U}

= Wl (..\t[1]]) (..\t)-1l {op1 f(y, Z, t..\l]) }W2(..\t [1]])u.

Since Wj(At[1]]) = Wj(t[A1]]), j = 1,2, this gives the desired result.

The proposition, below, shows the assertion for the case where the symbol f is independent of t.

o

Proposition 3.8. Let 9 = g(y, z, 1/) E COO(!1, ß1l,d(X; Rq)) !Je independent of t. Then the funetion b
defined by

b(y,1]) = Wl (t [17]) t- /J {üPltg(y, z, t1])}W2(t[1}D

is an element 01 S~(n, Rq; K~'/', K~'''T), and the symbol semi-norms lor b can be estimated in terms of
those for g.

Pr oof. For fixed y and 1], the operator b(y, 1}) is an element of .c(Kr'''T, K;'''T) by 3.3. Müreover, it is a
smooth function of y and 1], and its semi-norms in COO(11 x Rq, .c(K~'/', K;'/,)) depend continuollsly on
those for g. According to the lemma above it is homogeneous of degree J1 for large 1171. The assertion
therefore follows from Lemma 1.4. 0

Corollary 3.9. It is now easy to see that CL is an element of SJJ(11, Rq; Kf'/, IC;,"T) for all s > d - 1/2.
Indeed, we use the fact that

Employing the continuity of the mapping 9 ~ b in Proposition 3.9 it is therefore sufficient to consider
the case where

f(t,y,z,1]) = cp(t)g(y,z, 1])

with cp E COO(!4) and 9 E COO(n, ßIJ,d(X; r 1 / 2 -"T x Rq)) independent of t. Choose a function W E
Cg:>(!4) with W(t)Wl (t[1]]) = Wl (t[1]]). This is possiblc, since [1]] is bounded away from zero. We have
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Example 3.2. Let {L E N and let A k E ßJ-I-k,d(X), k = 0, ... , p, be differential boundary value
problems. Then

J-I
a(z) = L Akzk E M/j,d (X).

k=O

3.3 Mellin symbols and operators. Let f E COO(14 X 14, ß/J,d(..-tj r l / 2-'Y))' For each fixed
(t, t' ,z) E R+ x 14 x r 1/2 -1" we have a boundary value problem

Ctf(X, VI)
j(t,t',z): E9

C~(Y, W1 )

Coo(X, V2 )

-4 EB
COO(Y, W 2 )

in Bautet de Monvel's calculus.
-/\ -/\

For u E Cgo(X ,VI) EB C(f(Y ,Wd
operator op1,f by

C8" (R+ l COO (X, VI) EB coo (Y, W1 )) we define the Mellin

{op}:, f}u(t) = 2~i Ir ['" (tlt')-z f(t, t', z)u(t')dt' It' dz.
f l /:I-"l' 0

Ir f is independent of t', this reduces to

{op1-f}u(t) = 2~i Ir t-Z f(t, z)Mu(z)dz.
f l /:I-1'

It is easy to see the continuity of

COO(X/\, V2 )

EB
0 00 (Y/\, W2 )

(3.2)
J(8,'Y+lf (XA, Vd

WI {oplj}w2 : EB
K:-"'Y+~ (YA, W1 )

K:1I-J-I,'Y+' (X/\, Vz)
-4 EB

K:8-J-I,'Y+~ (Y/\, Wz)

provided 8 > d - 1/2. A proof is given in [16, Proposition 2.1.5].
In the following we shall use thc abbreviations

K:~''i' K:",'i'+i (X/\, VI) EB K"''Y+~ (Y/\, Wd and

K;''Y = K:"-J-I,'Y+t~JJ(X\ Vz) EB K:"-J-I,'Y+~ -J-I(Y, W2 ).

3.4 Alternative proof of Theorem 2.7. We consider the operator of evaluation at the boundary
1'0' As we saw in Example 1.14, it is a parameter-depcndent operator in Boutet de Monvel's calculus of
order 1/2 and type 1. We may thercfore regard it aß a Mellin operator with a Mellin symbol independent
of t, t', and z. The mapping properties (3.2), applied with the choice VI, Wz = trivial one-dimensional,
W1 , Vz = zero, show that for every choice of cut-off functions Wl, Wz near zero and s > 1/2,

is bounded. Away from zero, the spaces K:',- coincide with usual Sobolev spaces on the coue, hence the
result there follows from the usual trace theorem.

Proposition 3.5. Given /-L, {L' E Z and d, d' E N, let pli = {L +p' and d" = max{f/ +d, d'}. Then there
is a continuous multiplication
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Note that T cannot be continued to a /unction in Coo (R+ X R+).

Proof. (a) is trivial. For (b) write c.p(x) = (x - 1)/lnx; this is a smooth function on ~, <p(I) = 1.
The observation that (t' Bt')k [t'~IT(t, t')]lt=t l = (-xB;z;}kc.p(x)lx=1 shows tbe first claim. For tbe second
note that t-1T(t, t') = <p(x)/x, while tbe tbird and fourth follow by replacing c.p by 1/c.p. 0

Proposition 3.14. For p E COO(~ X 11, BJJ,d(X; Rx R~)) define 9 E COO(R+ x~, B1t,d(..-\; ro x R~))

by
(3.3) g(t, t', y, iT,11) = p(t, y, -T(t, t')-IT,11)t'T(t, t/)-l.

Then 0Ptp(t , y , T,11) = op~2g(t,t',y,iT,11).
Conversely let f E COO(~ x O,ßJJ,d(X;ro x R~)) and define q E Coo(R+ x ~,ßJJ,d(X;Rr x R~))

by
(3.4) q(t, e, y, T,l/) = f (t, y, -iT(t, e)T, 11)T(t, t') /t'.

Then op tq(t, t', y, T,11) = Op~2 f(t, y, iT,11).
The subscript t with op indicatcs that thc pscudadifferential action is with respect to t and the

covariable T anly.

Praof. The proaf is a straightforward camputation. For completeness let us sketch (3.3), amitting far
better legibility tbe variables x and y. The praof of the second identity is analogous.

{op tp(t, T,11) }u(t, 11)

(27r)-1 JJei(t-t')Tp(t, T,11)U(t')dt' dT

{27r)-1 J100

{tlt')iT(t,t')T p{t, T, T/)u{t')de dT

(211")-1 J100

(tlt')iT p{t, T{t, t')-IT,11)eT{t, t')-lH{e)dt' It' dT.

o

As apreparation far the praof of Theorem 3.17, below, we need the following well-knawn facts. For
a proaf see e.g. Schrahe&Schulze [16, 2.1.12, 2.3.3].

Lemma 3.15. Given a sequence h E COO(R+ x~ x 0, ß/.lj,d(X; f o x Rq)) with Jlj -+ -00, there is a
symbol f E COO(Rr x 0, Btt,d(X; ro x Rll)), 11 = max{j1j} such that / '" L h; the symbol f is unique
modulo COO{14 x 0, S-oo,d{X; r o x Rq)). 1/ the symbols h even belong to COO{~ x 0, BJtj,d{X; r o x
R q)), then we find f E Coo (R,. x 11, ßJ-I,ll{X; r 0 x Rq)); it is unique modulo C={R,. x 11, S-oo,d (X; r o x
Rq)).

Lemma 3.16. Given / E COO{R,. x R,. x 0, BJJ,d(X; r o x Rq)) there is a symbol 9 E COO{R,. x
0, BJl,rl(X; r o x Rq)) with

(3.5)

it has the asymptotic expansion

(3.6) g{t, y, Z,1]) '" f: :! (-e Bt, )k8~ f(t , t', y, Z,11) It'=t.
k=O

Conversely, every symbol with this asymptotic expansion satisfies relation (3.5).

Theorem 3.17. Let P E COO{~ x 0, BJJ,d{X; R x R~)) be edge-degenerate. Then there is a symbol
f E COO{R+ X 0, B1t,d{X j ro x R~)) with

(3.7)
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Here, Mrp denotes thc operator of multiplication by Wi.p. We note that

K.[l/]-lMrpK.[1J] = MIjJ,

where <p(t) = W ([7]] -lt)lp([7]]-l t). Thc nonn of this operator on K;'1' ia uniformly bOllIlded in 7]; it can be
estimated in terms of the scmi-norms for!.p. Therefore Mrp furnishes an element in 5°(11, Rq; JC;.1', x::;'1') ,
and we get the statement from Lemma 1.3.

Theorem 3.10. Let '"'/,IJ E R, n ~ Rq, and j E CCXJ(R+ x 11, BJl,d(X; r 1/ 2-1' x Rq)). Then thc operator

op {Wl (t[7]])t- J1 {OPkj(t, y, z, t7])}W2(t[7]])} : W:omp(Rq, K~'1') --t W/'o~~(Rq,X::;,'r)

is continuo'Us.

P roof. This now is immediate from Theorem 1.8. o

Lemma 3.11. We use the notation 0/ Theorem 3.10 (lnd let ß E R. Then

Wl (t[1])){ OPA/ jet, y, z, tT}) }W2(t[T}])tß = Wl (t [11]) tß{op1- ßT- ßjet, y, z, tTJ) }w2(t[11]).

In case / even is an element in CCXJ(R+ x 11, /vfÖ,d(X; Rq)) we additionally have

Wl (t[T}]) {opAt j(t, y, Z, t7])}W2(t[7J])tß = Wl (t[7]])tß{op1T - ßf (t, y, z, try) }W2(t[7J]).

Here we consider both sides as operators on C~(~, CCXJ(X)),. T-ß is the translation operator defined
by T-ß J(t, y, z, tT}) = jet, y, z - ß, tT}).

Proo f. Using a tensor product argument, it is snfficient to treat the case where J is independent of t
and y, Le., j E ßIJ,d(X; r 1 / 2 - f x Rq). But then

{op1j(z, tT})}tßu(t) = 2~i { 1CXJ
(t/t')-Z j(z, t1])t

Iß
u(t')dtl/edz

Jr1/'J_" 0

t ß 2~i { 100

(t/t')-(z+ß) j(z, t7J)u(t')de /t'dz
Jr1/'J_"I 0

tß 2~i { 1CXJ
(t/t')-ZT-ß j(z, t7J)u(t l)dt' /t' dz,

Jr1/'J-"l+ß 0

so the first assertion is obvious. In case f is holomorphic, Cauchy's theorem allows HS to shift the
contour of integration, and we obtain the second statement. 0

Mellin Quantization

Definition 3.12. A symbol p = p{t, Y, I, 7]) in Coo {R+ x 0, ßIJ ,d (X; Rr x R~)) is called edge degenerate,
if there is a symbol p in Coo{~ x 0, BIJ,d{X; Rr X R~/)) with pet, y, 1,17) = p(t, y, tl, t1]).

"Ve shall now show that given an edge degenerate symbol we can find a Mellin symbol which induces
the same operator up to a smoothing perturbation and vicc versa. We start with an analysis of the
following simple function.

Lemma 3.13. For t, tl > 0 let T(t, tl) = [n~=f~t" Then T is a smooth positive function on I4 x R-t,
T(t, t) = t. Moreover:

Ca) Wr'ite x = t/tl. We have eßt, = -xß;!; and e~lT{t, t') = ~.

(b) Por each k E N the functions

{t'ßt,)kft'-lT{t, e)Jlt,=t, {eßt' )k{t-1T{t1 t')llt'=t,

ce ßt , )k[eT{t, t,)-l llt'=t, and (t'ßt , )k[t'T{t, t,)-l Jlt,=t
are constant in t.
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P roof. The Mellin symbol f"f can be computed in terms of the function f = 11/2 in Theorem 3.17.
The definition of op1 shows tImt

op tp(t, y, T, 7]) == Op~2 11/2(t, y, iT, t7]) = oplfg"f(t, t' ,y,l/2 - "'( + iT, t1}),

where g"f(t, t' , y, 1/2 - f + ir,1]) = (t/t' )1/2-'Y fl/2(t, y, ir,1J). \Ve can convert 9'Y to a t'-independent
symbol I'Y with

(3.9)

f'Y(t, y, 1/2 - f + ir, 1]) f= :! (-t'Otl)k D~g'Y(t, t' , y, 1/2 - f + iT, 1])lt'=t
k=O

f= ~! (-t' ot' )k(~ )1/2-'Yltl=t D~11/2(t, y, ir,1])
.1.:=0

f= ~! (1/2 - "'()k D~f'/2(t, y, ir,1J).
k=O

Here we used that (-t' Ot' )k (t/t ' )1/2-'Ylt'=t = (xox)kXI/2-'Y Ix=1 = (1/2 - 'Yt. Since 11/2 is smooth up
to t = 0, the asymptotic summation can be carried out in COO(~ x l1,ßtl,d(X;r1/ 2_'Y x R~)), and
this is all we need.

If p is ciassical, then so is 11/2 by Theorem 3.17, hence f'Y will be cla..'lsical. 0
·f

:~ Kernel Cut-Off
\Ve shall now analyse the behavior of symbols f E COO(~ x n, ßtl,d(X; r 1/2-'Y x R q)) under operations

of the type
I I-t A1p-tz<p(p)}I1:;'~-tpf(t,y, C1]).

Here, <p is either a functiOIl in Cgo(R+) or of thc form 1 - 'Ij; with 'IjJ E Ctf(~). For the proof, thc
specific choice of'Y is of little importance. 'Ve therefüre let f = 1/2, Sü we can work conveniently on
the imaginary axis iR = r o.

Theorem 3.20. Let 1/J E Ctf(~) with '!f;(p) == 1 near p = 1. Let f E Coo(R+ x n, ßtl,d(X; r o x Rq)).
Then the operator-valued lunction fI-T/J defincd by

ft-T/J(t, y, z, 1]) = M p-tz(l - 'I/J(p))M;A,(-tpf(t, y, C 7])

is an element 01 COO(ß.-r x Rqj ß-oo,d(Xj ro)). Moreover, the mapping ('I/J, f) I-t il-T/J is separately
continuous from Ctf(ß.-r) x Coo(R+ x n, ßlt ,d(Xj ro x Rq)) to COO(R+ x nj ß-oo,d(X; r o x Rq)).

P roof. Using a tensor product argument as above it is sufficient to treat the case where f is inde
pendent of t and y, i.e., f = f(z,1]) E ßtl,d(Xj r o x R~). First note that ß-oo,d(Xj r o x Rq))
S(ro, ß-oo,d(X; Rq)). In view of the identity

M p-+, (InM P(-pop)Nh) = (~) M zN (Mh)(z)

valid fÜf, say, h E Ctf(R+), we ünly have to check that, fÜf alllvJ, N E N, and each semi-nürm Pi on
ßtl-j,d(..\; Rq), the semi-norms

(3.10)

are finite and depend continuously on the semi-norms für fand 'I/J, respectively. Für fixed p,

27r(1 -1/J(p))(l\10~f)(p, 1]) = J(1 - 'IjJ(p))p-iT f(ir, 1])dT

(1 - 'IjJ(p)) In-Lp J(iOT)Lp-iT f(ir,7])dr

= (1- 'ljJ(p)) In-LpJp-iT(-ißT)L f(iT,1])dr
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Conversely, given f E COO(R+ X 0, ß~'d.(X;ro x R~)) there is an edge-degenerate boundary value
problem p such that relation (3.7) holtis. The corresponding statement holds for classical symbols, i.e.,
for ßJ.J,d replaced by B~,d.

ProoL Let p(t, y, T,17) == p(t, y, tT, t7]) with PE Coo(R+ x fl, B1J,d(X; R x Rq)). We know from Propo
sition 3.14 and Lemma 3.16 that

(t ) - 1/2 (t t' . ) - 1/2 -(t . )0PtP ,Y,T,TJ = OPM 9 , ,Y,ZT,TJ = OPM 9 ,Y,ZT,TJ,

where

g(t, y, iT, 7]) '" f :! (-t'B[I)kD~g(t, t', iT)lt'=t
k=O

f ~! (-t'8t l )kD~ {p(t, y, -T(t, t')-I T,1J)t'T(t, t')-l} It'=t
k=O

f ~! (-t'Bt,)k D~ {p(t, y, -T(t, t')-l tT, tT])t'T(t, t,)-I }It'=t.
k=O

Next we prove that, for each k, the function !k defined by

f k(t, y, T, 1]) = (-t'Bi' )k D~ {p (t, Y, - T (t, t') tT, 17)t'T (t, t') -I } It
'
= t

is an element of Coo (R+ x 0, B~,d(X; R x R q)). In fact, Leibniz' formula implies that

(-t'Bt,)k D~ÜJ(t,V, -T(t, t')-l tT,17)t'T(t, t')-l}

= L Ck t ,k~,k3 (-t'Bt,)k 1 {D~ß(t, V, -T(t, t')-l tT, 1J)}
k 1+k2 +k ll =k

X ( -t'Ot' )k~ {t'T(t, t' )-I} ( -t'Oi' )k~ {-T(t, t') -1 t}k,

hence Lemma 3.13 shows that we only have to check the derivatives

(- t'Otl )k1 { D ~ ß(t, y, - T (t, t') - 1 tT, TJ) } .

For kJ = 1, this is just D~+ljj(t,y,-T(t,t')-ltT,7])Tt'BtIT(t,t/)-lt.Together with iteration, Lemma
3.13 again yields the smoothness.

According to Lemma 3.15 we can find an f E Coo(~ x fl, B1l,d(X; ro x Rq)) with f '" L~o fk'
Then f(t, y, T, tT]) '" L fk(t, y, T, try) in Coo(~ x 0, BJ..I,d(X; f o X Rq)), and hence

op~2 f(t, y, iT, try) == OPtp(t, y, T, 7]) mod Coo(O, B-oo,d.(XA
; Rq)).

Clearly, the same argument applies with ß/I,d rcplaced by ß~/.

Thc converse statement follows in the same way, using the second part of Proposition 3.14 and the
asymptotic expansion formula for pseudodifferential double symbols. 0

3.18 Mellin quantization for arbitrary weights. \Ve have solved the questioll how to associate to
an edge-degenerate boundary value problem p E Coo(~ x 0, ßl l ,d(X; R x R~)) a NIellin symbol ft/2 E

Coo(R+ xO, ßJ.J,d(X; r oxR~)) with 0Pt p(t, V, T, 1J) == Op~2 fl/2(t, V, iT, tT]) mod Coo(O, ß-oo,d(XA ; R~)),
This allows us to treat thc case of arbitrary wcights.

Theorem 3.19. Por every cdge-degenerate pE Coo(R+ x O,ßJ..I,d(X;R x R~)) anti every 'Y ER there
is an f, E COO(~ x O,ß1J,d(X;r l / 2_,. x R~)) such that

(3.8) op1f,.(t, V, 1/2 -! + iT, try) ::; op tp(t, y, T, ry)

modulo Coo (11, B- 00 ,d (XA; R q)). The corresponding statement holfis for classical symbols, i. e., for BJ..I,d
replaced by B~,d.
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P roof. By definition, E' (R,., ßJJ,d(X; R q)) = .c(Coo (R,.), ßJJ,d(X; Rq)) with the topology of bounded
convergence. Let us start by showing that lfJ M0;f E ['(R+, ßJJ,d(X; Rq)) and that the mappillg is
separately continuous in lfJ and f.

L€t 1f; E Coo(R,.) and denote by ( , ) the evident ß1l,d(X; Rq)-valued pairing which extends the
L 2 (R,., ~) bilinear form. Thcnp

00

(<pA10~,T---+pf,1fJ) = (lfJ Jp-ir f(ir,1])dr, 'l/J)
-00

00(J p-l-ir f(ir,17)dr, p<p'l/J)

-00

00

= (( _p8p )N Jp-l-ir (1 + ir)-Nf(ir ,1J)dr, p<p1f;)

-00

(3.12)

00 00JJp-iT (1 + ir)-N f(ir, 1})dr p-l (p8p)N (PlfJ(p)1fJ(p)) d; .
0-00

The last integral is an LI-integral with values in ßJJ,d(X; Rq), provided N is sllfficiently large. This
I-ifollows from the fact that, for cvery semi-norm q on ßJJ,d(X;Rq), we have q(f(ir,1])):;:: O((r,7J)JJ).
\ :Moreover 1 if the semi-norms for 1fJ in Coo (R+) tend to zero, then the last integral tends to zero in all

semi-norms of ßIJ,d(X; Rq). So it indeed defines an element of t" (R,. , ßJJ,d(X; Rq)).
Now let us show separate continuity. As 1j; varies over a bounded set in Coo(R,.), the integral in

(3.12) can be estimated in terms of finitely many semi-nürms für I E ßIJ,d(X; r o x Rq) and finitely many
semi-norms for cp E 'DK, K C R,. compact. Finally note that the Mellin transform yields a continuous
map from t"(R+ 1 ßJJ,d(X;Rq)) to A(C,ßJJ,d(X;Rq)). Indeed, this follows früm the relations

E'(R+
1
ßJJ,d(X;Rq)) :;:: t"(I4)@lI"BJJ,d(X;Rq) and

A(C,ßJJ,d(X; Rq)) = A(C)®JrBJJ,d(X; Rq),

togethcr with thc well-known fact that thc i\1ellin transform maps E'(R+) to A(C) continuously. 0

Thc next proposition settles Step (i) of the Outline 3.22.

Lemma 3.24. Let E,:F and Y be Frühet spaces, and assume that E and:F are embedded in a common
vector space X. Supposc T : E + F --+ Y is a linear map, and thc restnctiolls

T : [ --+ Y, T: F --+ Y

are continuous in tILe topologics of E and :F. Thcn

T:E+F--+Y

is continuous in the topology 01 the non-direct sumo

Proof. Let {PI'P2,' ..}' {ql,q2''''}' be increasing systems of semi-norms for E and F respectivcly.
Denote thc translation invariant metric in Y by d. Then a system of semi-norms for E + F is given
by rj(x) :;:: inf {pj(e) + qj(f) : c + f = x}. So suppose Xo E E + F and V ~ Y is an .s-ball about
Txo. Then there is a JEN and a 6 > 0 such that d(Te,O) < ~ and d(T f, 0) < ~, proviclecl timt
e E E, f E F, pj(e) < 6 and qj(f) < O. This implies that Tx E V for alt x with rj(x - xo) < 0:
In trus case we can find el E E, ft E F such that CI + ft :;:: x - Xo and pj(e.) + qj(iI) < 6. Hence
d(Tx, Txo) :;:: d(T(x - Xo), 0) :5 d(T(c.) , 0) + d(T(ft), 0) < .s. 0

In order to settle Step (ii) of the Outline 3.22, we first note that an operator in ß-oo,d (X j r 0 x R q)
cau also be viewed as an element of S(fo x Rq, COO(X X X)), where Coo(X x X) is the Frechet space
of smooth kernel sections.

LelllDIR 3.25. Let h E S(fo), 8 E S(ro, Coo(X x X)). Then
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after integration by parts. Since f E BI"d(X; r o x Rq) we cünclude that (1 - 1/J(P))(Ml/~f)(p, Tl) E

BI'-L,d(X; Rq) für arbitrary L, so it belongs to B-OO,d(X; Rq). Next write for large L

InM p (pap)N[(l - 'IjJ(p)) (M0~/)(p, Tl)]

2~ J1nM p (p8p)N[p-iT (1 - 'IjJ(p)) In-L pJ (8~ f)(ir, 1])dr.

Denoting 'ljJj(p) := (p8p)i(l- 'IjJ(p)) , we conclude from Leibniz' rule that the integral is a linear combi
nation of terms of the form

(3.11)

.'"

where jl +i2 +j3 = N. For a semi-norm Pj on BI'-j,d(X; Rq) and fixed M, N, choose L > M +N+i+2.
Thcn M - L - h < 0; moreover (1 + r 2 )rl1 (8;: f)(ir, 1]) E ßI'-j,d(X; R T x R~), so that

with a constant C = C(L,h,j) independent of p. We conclude that the semi-norm in (3.10) can be
estimated by finitely many expressions

const. {[a IlnM - L-;, p ,p;,(p}I' ~}1/' < 00.

Thus all the semi-norms in (3.10) are finite; they continuously depend on the semi-norms for f in
BI1,d(Xi f o x Rq) and on those for 1/J in VK,!( C ~ compact. Here, V K denotes those elements in
Cgo (R+) timt have support in K. This completes the proof. 0

Theorem 3.21. Let'P E Cg:>(R+) and f E COO(R+ x 0, ßI',d(X; f o x Rq)). Then the opemtor-valued
function f Ip defined by

lp(t, V, z, 1]) = fl.1P-H'P(p)M;-A,,~pf(t, V, (, 1])

is an element 0/ COO(R.-r x Rq; MtJ,d(Xj Rq)). Mo reover, the mapping (!p, f) t-+ /1{) is sepamtely con

tinu01LS /rom Cg:'(Rr) x COO(Rr x O,ßI',d(X;fo x Rq)) to COO(R+ x 0; Mb,d(XjRq)).

3.22 Outline of the proof. Using a tensor product argument as in Corollary 3.9, it is no restriction
to assurne that f is independent of t and y, Le., 1 E ßJJ,d(X; f o x Rq). We shall first see quite easily in
Lemma 3.23 timt 11{) is an operator-valued function in A(C,ßJJ,d(X;Rq)). It is more difficult to show
that it also defines a family of parameter-dependent operators along each line f ß, uniformly for ß in
compact intervals, in the sense of Definition 3.1. To trus end we proceed in the following steps, kceping
thc notation I,!p, fl{) fixed:

(i) For non-dircct sums, it is sufficient to consider each summand separately.

(ii) Show the assertion für regularizing elements.

(iii) Reduce to the case X = R+..
(iv) We then only have to deal with operator-valued symbols of 5 types, with

(v) an additional consideration conccrning the transmission property.

Lenlma 3.23. The !unction 1Ip is an element 0/ A (C, ßI',d (X j R q)), and the mapping

given by (!p, f) t-+ f I{) i3 separately continuous.
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00

:;::= H!K.[Ccr,11][V]-l ~(T - a) K;((,cr,11]-t Dfl D~2D~3p(E,a, 1])K.[(,U,11] K.[vJ[(,u,111- t da 11 C{E,F)

-00

00

< ! 1I~(Cu,11][v]-lllqF) I~(T - a) 1l1K;[(,U,11]-1 Dffl D~2 D~3p(E, a,71)K:[CU,11]lIC(E,F)

-00

Here we have used the fact that (scalar) multiplication by {fi(T - a) commutes with the action of K"
According to (1.1) there are constants c and M such that

11 K.[Ccr,l/J- t [v] IlqE), 11K;[(,U,T][Vj-tllqF) :S cL(E, a,71, v)M,

where L(E, a, 11, v) :;::= max{[E, a, 7}]-1 [vJ, (E, a, 7]][V]-1}. Peetre's inequality implies that

ancl, by symmetry, [E, a, 7]][V]-1 ~ C[a - Tl for a suitable constant C. Together with the facts that

co anel that ;jJ is rapidly dccreasing we conclude with Peetre's inequality that the final integral above is
O([v]JJ-IßI) .

This shows our claim. Clearly, all estimates depend continuously on <p and p, thus they depend
continuously on a, anel the corresponding mapping is separately continuous. 0

\Ve now complete the proof of Theorem 3.21 with Step (v) of the outline, i.e., the observation that
the transmission property is preserved undcr the construction. This is the contents of the following
lemma.

(3.14)

Moreover, tor every (3 E R,
(3.15) qlrtJ E S:~(Rn,Rn x rß x Rq).

The ClJrresponding estimates are satisfied uni/onnly tor (3 in compact intervals. The mapping (lP,P) ~ q
iB sepamtely continuous as a map /ram

Cg:'(R+) x Srr(Rn,Rn x ro x Rq)

to this Frechet subspace 0/ A(C, Stl (Rn, R n+q)).

ProoL If it were not for thc subscript "tr" 1 (3.14) and (3.15) would follow from the Lemma above,
because the usual symbol classes correspond to the operator-valued symbols with E :;::= F :;::= C and
trivial group action.

So we have to show that the transmission property is preserved under the operation f I-t f Ip' This,
however, is simple: a symbol a E S,L'(Rn, Rn X ro X Rq) has thc transmission property iff

a~n a(x', 0, (, (E') ~n, z, 7]) E S,Lt(R~,-l, R,l,-l X fo,z x Ri,)®7l"H~n'

In the present situation

a;n q(x', 0, E', (E') En, Z,7]) Mp--tz'P(p)Ml/~,(--tpa:J.J)(x', 0, E', (E') ~n, (,71)

E A(C, SJJ(Rn- I , R n-l+q))®1rH~n

by a tensored version ofthe argument in3.26. The last space coincides with A(C, SJJ(Rn-l, Rn-l+q)07rH~n)
and (3.14) is proven. Für (3.15) we can argue in the same way: Hestriction to f ß furnishes an element
in SJJ(Rn-1,Rn- 1 x rß x Rq)0 1T H(n'
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(a) H := M('PMl/~h) E A(C), and Hlrß E s(rß) /or every ß, with e.stimates uni/ormly in ß /or
ß in compact intervals. The corresponding induced mapping ('P, h) 1-+ H /rom Cgo(R,.) x S(ro)
into tltis subspace 0/ A(C) is separately continuous.

(b) F:= A1('PM0~8) E A(C,Coo(X X X)), Flrß E S(rß,Coo(X x X)) /or every ß, with estimates

uni/ormly in ß /or ß in compact intervals. The mapping (<p,s) 1-+ F is separateIy continuous from
Cgo(R+) x S(ro, Coo(X x X)) to this stibspace 01 A(C, Coo(X x X)).

Proof. (a) By the Mellin inversion fonnula in 2.2, Mi/~h(t) = 2~ J~oo t- i8 h(is)ds. The integral
converges; we can differentiate under the integral sign for the derivatives to see that it furnishes a
smooth function.

Hence <pMl/~h E Ctf(R,.). It is easy to check that its Mellin transform therefore is rapidly decreasing
on each line rß, uniformly for ß in compact intervals. Clearly, the mapping (<p,g) ~ <pg is separately
continuous from Cff (R,.) x coo (R+) to Cff (R,.), and the Mellin transform is continuous frorn Cff (R,.)
to the subspace of A(C) consisting of functions tImt restrict to S(rß), uniforrnly for ß in cornpact
intervals, Lc., the space Möoo for dim X = O. So the separate continuity folIows.

(b) follows from (a), noting that S(rß , COO(X x X)) =S(rß)01r COO (Xx X) and A(C, COO(X x X)) =
A(C)@nCOO(X x X). For the continuity assertion we use the continuity of the Mellin transform from
Cgo(R+, COO(X x X)) to the eorresponding subspaee of A(C, COO(X x X)). 0

Sinee the topology of BJJ,d(X; Rq) is precisely that of a non-direct surn of the regularizing terms and
the loeal terms, Step (iii) of the Outline 3.22 is immediate. We next attack Step (iv). Notiee that all
entries of the symbol quintuple in 1.12 are operator-valued symbols.

Lemma 3.26. Let E, F be Banach spaces with strongly continuous group actions /'i" k. Let f.l E R,
rn,k,q E N, and

Then tlle /unction
A = A(z) = Mp--.+z(<p(p)Ml/~,Z-tpa)

iB analytic on C with valucs in SI'l (Rm , R k+q;E, F), Moreover, /or all ß E R,

(3.13)

uni/ormly /or ß in compact intervals. The mapping (cp,a) HAIram Cff(R+) x SJJ(Rm,Rk x ro x
Rq; E, F) to this Frechet subspace 0/ A(C, SJJ(Rm, Rk+qj E, F)) is sepamtely continuous.

Proof. In view of the identities

SJJ(Rm , R k x ro x Rq; E, F)

A(C, SI'l(Rm,Rk+q; E, F))

= coo (Rm)01T SJJ (RO
, R k x ro x Rq; E, F).

COO(Rm)07T A(C, SJJ (Ro, Rk+qj E, F))

we may assume that rn = 0, Le., a E SJJ(Rk x ro x Rq; E, F) is independent of x. From Lemma 3.23
we know that A == M(cpM1/;a) E A(C,SIJ(Rk+q;E,F)). This proves the first part ofthe statement.

Next consider Alrß' We may assume ß = 0 due to the relation (Mf)(z + ß) = Mt--+z(tß j)(z):
Replacing A]rß by Alro corresponds to replacing 'P(t) by t-ß'P(t) E CO'(R+). For the analysis of Alro
it is more convenient to switch from the Mellin to the Fourier transform. We write thc variable on r o
in the form z = ir, T E R, and let p(r,1J) = a(iT,1J). A simple computation gives

(Ml/2<P/v[1/~a)(ir, TJ) = (FT--+rcp(e-r)F;~TP)(r,1]).

The symbol p is an element of SJJ(Rk+1+qj E, F), and r ~ cp(e- r) = 'ljJ(r) is a function in C~(R). So
our task is reduced to showing that q = FtJ;(r):F- 1p E SJJ(Rk+1+qj E, F). We abbreviate v = (~, T,11)

and consider a derivat.ive Deq = Dr l D~'J D~!lq. We then estimate

Ilk[v]-1 {D~ [Fr--+r'ljJ(r)F- 1p](v)}/'i,[vJ Ilc(E,P)

Ilk[vl-IDe(~ *P)(V)/'i,[l'JI!C(B,F)
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Finally the separate continuity of thc mapping follows from the closed graph theorem and the con
tinuity properties established in Lemma 3.26, since t,he topology of the space with the transmission
property is finer than the original one. The closcd graph theorem indecd can be applied: a mapping
A : Cgo(R+) ~ Y, Y a locally convex space, is continuous if and ouly if its restriction to the Frechet
spaces 'DK are continuous. 0

Remark 3.28. The Mellin quantization procedure in connection with the kernel cut-off allows us to
associate to an edge degenerate boundary symbol a holomorphic Mellin symbol.

We have now seen that, starting from an arbitrary Mellin symbol, the operation f H fl./J furnishes a
holomorphic Mellin symbol. Assuming additionally that 'f/;(p) == 1 near p = 1, the symbols fand flJ!
will differ only by a regularizing symbol aloug thc line r0, where we started. An interesting quest ion is
the following: Suppose we initially have a holomorphic Mellin symbol h. What can we say about the
differcIlce h - hl/J? Will it also be small along other lines? The theorem below shows timt the difference
is as good as we can expect it to bo.

Theorem 3.29. Given h E CCO(~ x 0, Mß,d(X; Rq)) and'lj; E Cg:'(~) with 'Ij;(p) == 1 ncar p = 1,

the difference h - h1/J is an element 0/ CCO(~ x 0, MÖco,d(Xj Rq)).

Pro 0 f. Choose ß E Rand a nonnegative integer M > J1. +IßI + 1. Then D~h(t, " 17) is integrable along
rß. Moreover, the analyticity of the function z f-t p-zD~h(t, Z,17) together with Cauchy's theorem
implies that i: p-iT(D~h)(t,ir, '1)dr = i: p-(ß+iT)(D~h)(t, ß+ ir, '1)dr,

so that M0~(D~h)(t, p, 17) = p-ßM0~,(-tp(D~h(t, ( + ß,17)). Hence, for z = ß + iT,

(h - hl/J)(t, z, 17)

J.'''' ;'+ir-l (1 -,p(p))(M0~h) (t, p, 'I) dp

[0 ;'+'T-I (l-,p(p)) In-M p (M0~(D~ h))(t, p, 'I) dp

= [" ;'+iT-1 (1 -,p(p)) In-M p p-ßM0~.(-tp(D:fh)(t,( + ß, 'I) dp

{CO pi7"-l (1 _ 'Ij;(p))M
1
/; (-+ph(t, ( + ß, 11) dp

Ja '
[M1/2,P-+z(1 - 'ljJ(P))Ml/~,(-+ph(t,( + ß,17)] (z - ß).

On the other hand, the function (t, z, 17) H h(t, z + ß,17) is an element of CCO(~, Mb,d(X j Rq)); the
corresponding symbol estimates hold uniformly for ß in compact intervals. Applying Theorem 3.20,
h - hl/J Irß E CCO (R+, ß -co,d(X j r ß x R q)), uniformly for ß in compact intervals . 0
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